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Outlines an application of skincare and makeup for ladies of color, drawing on the author's
experience as a supermodel and founder of a top cosmetics line to explain how exactly to
tailor a beauty regime relative to a woman's particular complexion and type. 150,000 first
printing.
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Among the best constitute books I own! After reading some of the reviews and then scanning
this book, I've found that some people have to keep their mouths closed! That is an excellent
book, and is overflowing with helpful ideas for those just starting out in make up or for
individuals who are looking for some creativity in their constitute software. In addition, there
have been times in the reserve where Iman's wit and fun personality shined thru to create
learning about beauty products and constitute application interesting. Not forgetting, the
colorful step-by-step photos help beginners figure out exactly how to create a desired
look.We am an African-American and I had No issue with the ethnic variation in this colorful
(simply no pun intended), well come up with book! Please don't pay attention to the
unfavorable * (* won't state it because I am an elegant woman) who is complaining about a
publication that is FILLED with many ethnicities and color varieties! The reserve also gives
great information and ideas. Iman hits the fundamentals from skin care maintenance, figuring
out your skin type to the right shades which will enhance and complement your skin layer
tone. I am a specialist make-up artist, so there for I can say this is simply not my 1st
rodeo.crabs in a barrel! Definitely a keeper A excellent book Personally i think all women of
color should have in their assortment of guiding &Because of Jax Books I have a hard copy
collectible (purchased for $8.99) to one day transfer to my daughter. Just what I want right
now Quick flip through of the book, appears promising.. A must have for each girl Great, in
depth look into mameup. IMAN HAS Transformed HOW BEAUTY Is normally VIEWED
WORLDWIDE AND SHE ACTUALLY IS STILL A GORGEOUS Girl OF COLOR! I'd love for her to
revise, though, given all the new makeup techniques. I had purchased this as well expand my
knowledge on dealing with different epidermis tones in regard to makeup. I had this reserve in
my want years, sorry I waited too much time but believe I got it at the proper time. a woman of
color, this should not be your just book you check when it comes to "how to apply constitute"
but it should be your top 2 when it comes to what colours better match your skin layer tone.
This book has wonderful pictures which you can use as helpful information to . Five Stars this
book has every and i mean every thing you need to know about makeup real style.. It has
helpful details for black women, asian women, Arab ladies and etc when determining what fits
their skin color better. Looking at the beautiful photos alone will make you want to pick up an
eyeshadow brush and a tube of lipstick to try out the looks. Stop trying to hurt your own
people. I would recommned this publication to anyone who is looking to use different
ethnicities / skin tones in a specialist make up setting or to learn more about your personal
skin and make-up.. Can't wait to really sit back and absorb provided info. Love the
photographs, guest commentary by Selma Hyak and Iman herself. I'll add though that if you
are a beginner & That girl Love that reserve The images are beautiful and its well-organized
and written, but its not detailed more than enough about the make up program, which is what
We was looking for. Stunningly beautiful book! What impressed me most concerning this
book may be the stunning pictures. This book has fantastic pictures that can be used as a
guidebook to practice, or even to generate suggestions on creating color palettes..Many every
cultural shade is protected. However, the makeup application suggestions aren't for
begginers; it'll consider practice and a steady hand to achieve the looks in this book. She
appeared to like it.. Love iman Really inspiring book She seemed to like it... Especially for
beginners. giving guidelines in makeup use on ethnic women skin. There generally is
something for everyone.. Best book Ever I have plenty amount of makeup artist books and this
by far may be the best. I really like how Iman breaks down the various face types and shows
which product to use for which face type.. I recommend this reserve to anyone who's

beginning to advanced. I love how she gives complete information regarding skin tone.. Gave
as something special. However, I think that is something every girl of color should have in her
personal library if not only for the pictures only. It's Ok I like this book but We wouldnt
describe it as a book I have to have.
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